Loirston Primary School
We’re now into our last term of this session at Loirston and we
have been embracing the nicer weather and getting ourselves
involved in lots of outdoor activities and learning.
Our Primary Seven pupils are just getting ready to leave for their week long residential
trip to Dalguise in Perthshire which involves abseiling, kayaking, river rafting and
many other outdoor pursuits. I’m sure they will all have a good time.
Our Primary Six and Seven pupils have been involved in an outdoor learning project
highlighting safety around the Gramps, with a view to preventing any possible fire
risks in this area. This has been held in conjunction with the Fire Services and the City
wardens have also helped out.
It continues to be a busy term with preparations well underway for the Cove Gala.
Our Gala Princess was voted by Primary Seven pupils and Megan Watson will be the
representative from Loirston. On the 5th of June she will be crowned at the Family
Bingo Night. We look forward to seeing the community at this event.
This weekend sees another competition for some of our Pupils. Last term a group of
P7 pupils competed against other schools in the area in the annual Rotary Quiz. They
won this quiz and will now go onto Round two of the competition which takes place in
Banchory on Saturday 16th of May. Good luck to our Primary Seven team, I am sure
that they will do our school proud.
Preparations are also underway for Nursery and Primary transition. Planning for Sports
Day is also well underway and we hope this dry spell of weather stays for all such
upcoming events.
With regard to the weather, you may have noticed the plants we are growing outside the
front of the school. Pupils have been completing this work and we are really proud of
their efforts. The flowers really do brighten up the area at the front. They will continue
to work on developing our school area in order to make it more attractive.
As we continue into the term we will continue to work hard and as the year draws to a
close we will be saying Goodbye and Good Luck to another Primary Seven year group.
I am sure if we look back and consider all that they have achieved during their time at
Loirston, we will see that we all have a great deal to be proud of.
As with every term, on behalf of all at Loirston we would like to thank all in the
community who have provided so much support to us as without you I am sure we
would not be able to run some of the exciting activities or achieve a fraction of what we
do.

